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Abstract
Given an input sequence of data, a rigid pattern is a repeating sequence, possibly interspersed
with dont-care characters. The data could be a sequence of characters or sets of characters or even
real values. In practice, the patterns or motifs of interest are the ones that also allow a variable
number of gaps (or dont-care characters): these are patterns with spacers termed extensible patterns
In a bioinformatics context, similar patterns have also been called ﬂexible patterns or motifs. The
extensibility is succinctly deﬁned by a single integer parameter D1 which is interpreted as the
allowable space to be between 1 and D characters between two successive solid characters in a
reported motif. We introduce a data structure called the inexact-sufﬁx tree and present an algorithm
based on this data structure. This has been tested on primarily biological data such as DNA and protein
sequences. However the generality of the system makes it equally applicable in other data mining,
clustering, and knowledge extraction applications.
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1. Introduction
Given a sequence of data, a rigid motif is a repeating pattern, possibly interspersed with
dont-care characters, that has the same length in every occurrence in the input sequence.
Pattern or motif discovery in data is widely used as a means of understanding large volumes
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of data such as DNA or protein sequences [11,16,19,14,5]. We refer the reader to [4] for an
extensive survey of existing motif discovery algorithms and implementations.
Allowing the motifs to have a variable number of gaps (or dont-care characters), termed
patterns with spacers or extensible 1 motifs, further increases the expressibility of themotifs
[18,10]. For example given a string s = abcdaXcdabbcd ,m = a.cd is a rigid pattern that
occurs twice in the data at positions 1 and 5 in s. In the above example, the extensible motif
where the number of dont-care characters between a and c of the pattern is one or two,
would occur three times at positions 1, 5 and 9. At position 9 the dot character represents
two gaps instead of one. The deﬁnition of the extensible pattern used in this paper is the one
described in [13] which in turn is an extension of the generalized regular pattern described
in [4] in the sense that the discovery algorithm can also handle real-valued input.
The task of discovering patterns must be clearly distinguished from that of matching
a given pattern in a database (for instance [1]). In the latter situation we know what we
are looking for, while in the former we do not know what is being sought. Typically, the
higher the self similarity in the sequence, the greater is the number of patterns or motifs in
the data. Sometimes the input is pre-processed using heuristics, to remove the repeating or
self-similar portions of the data and at other times a statistical signiﬁcance measure [11,3]
is used to discard patterns. However, due to the absence of a good understanding of the
domain, there is no consensus over the right model to use. Thus there is a trend towards
model-less motif discovery in different ﬁelds [16,19,14]: we use the same approach to the
pattern discovery problem in this paper.
Finally, we give a small example to convince the reader that allowing a variable number
of spacers is useful since a rigid pattern, albeit with dont-care characters, discovery tool is
sometimes inadequate in detecting biologically signiﬁcant motifs. Fibronectin is a plasma
protein that binds cell surfaces and various compounds including collagen, ﬁbrin, heparin,
DNA, and actin. The major part of the sequence of ﬁbronectin consists of the repetition of
three types of domains, which are called type I, II, and III. Type II domain is approximately
forty residues long, contains four conserved cysteines involved in disulﬁde bonds and is
part of the collagen-binding region of ﬁbronectin. In ﬁbronectin the type II domain is
duplicated. Type II domains have also been found in various other proteins. The ﬁbronectin
type II domain pattern has the form shown below:
C..PF.[FYWI].......C-(8,10)WC....[DNSR][FYW]-(3,5)[FYW].[FYWI]C
The extensible part of the pattern is shown as integer intervals. It is clear that a rigid pattern
discovery tool will never capture this as a single domain.
We introduce a data structure called the inexact-sufﬁx tree and the algorithm is based on
this data structure that also provides a framework for an output sensitive detection algorithm.
Roadmap.We introduce some basic deﬁnitions in Sections 2 and 3 relates the patterns
with ﬁxed gaps to the patterns with variable gaps. We introduce the inexact-sufﬁx-tree data
structure in Section 4, and provide an algorithm to construct this in Section 5.We conclude
with some preliminary experimental results in Section 6.
1AlbertoApostolico suggested this name as a term more appropriate than ‘ﬂexible’, during my visit to Zentrum
fur Interdisziplinare Forschung, Bielefeld: the authors concur.
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2. Deﬁnitions
The notation and terms used in this section have been used in an earlier paper [13] and
have been reproduced here to keep this paper self-contained.
Let s be a sequence of sets of characters from an alphabet , ‘.’ ∈ . The ‘.’ is called
a dont-care or a dot character and any other element is called solid. Also,  will refer to a
singleton character or a set of characters from .
Deﬁnition 1. (e1  e2)e1  e2 if and only if e1 is a dont-care character or e1 ⊆ e2.
For example, if e1 = {A,C}, e2 = {A,C,G} and e3 = {T } are three elements of some
sequence, then e1  e2 and e1  e3. Allowing for spacers in a motif is what makes it
extensible. Such spacers are indicated by annotating the dot characters.
Deﬁnition 2 (Anotated dot character, .). An annotated “.” character is written as . where
 is a set of positive integers {1, 2, . . . , k} or an interval  = [l , u], representing all
integers between l and u including l and u.
Deﬁnition 3 (Rigid, extensible string). Given a string m, if at least one dot element, is
annotated, m is called an extensible string, otherwise m is called rigid.
Deﬁnition 4 (Realization). Let m be an extensible string. A rigid string m′ is a realization
of m if each annotated dot element . is replaced by l dot elements where l ∈ .
Deﬁnition 5 (m occurs at l). A rigid stringm occurs at position l on s ifm[j ]  s[l+j−1]
holds for 1j |m|. An extensible string m occurs at position l in s if there exists a
realization m′ of m that occurs at l.
To avoid clutter, the annotation superscript  will be an integer interval. If m = a.[2,4]
b.[3,6]cde, then m′ = a...b...cde is a realization of m and so is m′′ = a...b.....cde. If m is
extensible then m could possibly occur a multiple number of times at a location on a string
s. For example, if s = axbcbc, then m = a.[1,3]bc occurs twice at position 1 as axbcbc
and axbcbc. In the rest of the discussion we will assume that we are interested in exactly
one occurrence (the ﬁrst possible one) at a location.
Deﬁnition 6 (K-motif m, location list Lm). Given a string s on alphabet  and a positive
integer k, K |s|, a string (extensible or rigid) m is a motif with |m| > 1 and location list
Lm = (l1, l2, . . . , lp), if both m[1] and m[|m|] are solid and m occurs at each l ∈ Lm with
pK . Also Lm is complete, i.e., if there exists j such that m occurs at j then j ∈ Lm.
Deﬁnition 7 (Size of m, |m|). Ifm is rigid, size ofm is the number of solid anddot characters
in m and is denoted by |m|. If m is extensible and occurs at positions in Lm, then |m| =
maxi |m′i | where m′i is a realization of m that occurs at i ∈ Lm.
To avoid clutter, in the rest of the discussion a K-motif will be referred to simply as a
motif. The associated K should be clear from the context. Consider s = abcdabeed . Let
m1 = ab, m2 = ab-d. Then |m1| = 2 and |m2| = max{|ab.d|, |ab..d|} = 5.
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Deﬁnition 8 (Realization of a motif m of s). Given a motif m on an input string s with a
location list Lm and m′ a realization of the string m, then m′ is a realization of the motif m
if and only if there exists some i ∈ Lm such that m′ occurs at i in s.
Notice that because of our notation of annotating a dot character with an integer interval
(instead of a set of integers), not every realization of the extensible string occurs in the input
string. For example for s = axbcbc, p = a.[1,3]b is a extensible motif on s. p′ = a..b
is a realization of the string p but not of the motif p since p′ does not occur in s. In the
remaining discussion we will use this stricter deﬁnition of motif realization (Deﬁnition 8)
unless otherwise speciﬁed.
Deﬁnition 9 (m1  m2). Given two motifs m1 and m2 on s. If both m1 and m2 are rigid
then m1  m2 holds if |m1| |m2| and m1[j ]  m2[j ], 1j |m1|. If at least one of m1,
m2 is not rigid, then m1  m2 holds if at each co-occurrence i on s, the realization m′1 of
motif m1 at i there exists a realization m′2 of motif m2 at i such that m′1  m′2.
For example, letm1 = AB..E andm2 = ABC.E.G thenm1  m2.Also ifm1 = AB..E
andm2 = ABC.E-G co-occurring at positions 1 and 15 of s = ABCXEYGXXABYYEA
BCYEYYG, at position 1, m′2 = ABC.E.G is the realization of m2 and m1  m′2 at
position 1. At position 15, m′2 = ABC.E..G is the realization of m2 and m1  m′2 at
position 15. Hence m1  m2.
Deﬁnition 10 (Sub-motifs of motif m). Given a motif m let m[j1], m[j2], . . . m[jl] be the
l solid elements in the motif m. Then the sub-motifs of m are given as follows: for every
ji, jt , the sub-motif m[ji . . . jt ] is obtained by dropping all the elements before (to the left
of) ji and all elements after (to the right of) jt in m.
Deﬁnition 11 (Maximal motif). Letm1,m2, . . .,mk be the motifs in a string s. A motifmi
is maximal in length if there exists no ml , l = i with |Lmi | = |Lml | and mi is a sub-motif
ofml . A motifmi is maximal in composition if no dot character ofmi can be replaced by a
solid character that appears in all the locations in Lm. A motif mi is maximal in extension
if no annotated dot character of mi can be replaced by a ﬁxed length substring (without
annotated dot characters) that appears in all the locations inLm.Amaximalmotif ismaximal
in composition, in extension and in length.
The other way of looking at maximality is that m1 is not maximal with respect to m2 if
all the information about m2 can be derived from m1. The following lemma is easy to see.
Lemma 1. If |Lm1 | = |Lm2 | and m1  m2, m1 is non-maximal.
Sincem1  m2,m1 also occurs at each occurrence ofm2 and if the number of occurrences
is the same for both, clearly m2 completely deﬁnes m1.
3. Fixed vs. variable spacers
Given a constant d, for rigid motifs it is to be interpreted that the motif can have ﬁxed 1 or
2 or 3 . . . or d dots between successive solid characters and for extensible motifs can have
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between 1 and d dot characters between successive solid characters. For clarity of notation,
instead of using the annotated dot character, .[1,d] in the motif, we use the dash symbol (-) as
the extensible wild card. Note that ‘-’∈ . Thus a motif of the form a.[1,d]b will be simply
written as a-b. Also, let R be the set of all rigid maximal motifs and let E be the set of all
extensible motifs. Note that E also includes those maximal motifs that are rigid.
Lemma 2. Given s with k and d. Then ifmr ∈ R, then there must bemf ∈ E such thatmr
is a sub-motif of mf .
If mr ∈ E , then mr = mf . Consider the case where mr ∈ E . In that case mr must have
got extended to the left or to the right to produce the extensible motif mf .
Let k = 2, d = 2. Consider s = aycaazxc, then E = {a–c} andR = {} with |E | > |R|.
If s = abycpqdef abzcxdef then R = {ab.c, def } and E = {ab.c–def } with |R| > |E |.
However, we have seen in practice |E |?|R|.
4. Inexact-sufﬁx tree
We introduce a data structure representing a string, called the inexact-sufﬁx tree that
efﬁciently stores all the sufﬁxes of maximal extensible patterns with wild cards. The sufﬁx
is inexact in the sense that it contains wild cards (including the extensible wild card). We
use the following deﬁnition from [2].
Deﬁnition 12 (Meet). Given strings si, 1 i l, their meet is string sm if and only if
sm  si , and there exists no s′ such that sm  s′  si , for all i.
Clearly, if l = 1 in the deﬁnition then sm = si .
We deﬁne the inexact-sufﬁx tree as a labeled tree satisfying certain properties. Given a
string s of size n, let $ , ∈ . We terminate s with $ as s$ and  is the empty symbol. Let
an edge having the  symbol in its label be called an empty edge. Let d be the maximum
number of dont-care characters between any two consecutive solid characters and let k be
the minimum number of times a pattern must occur on s. A k-tree is a tree that stores the
k-motifs. Again, to avoid clutter, in the rest of the discussion a k-tree will be referred to
simply as a tree. The associated k should be clear from the context. Consider a rooted tree
T [6] with edges labeled by non-empty strings with the following properties:
(1) Each leaf node is labeled by an integer 1 ln.
(2) The edge label is a sequence on + {‘.’, ‘-’,}.
(a) All the outgoing edges of the root node are labeled by strings that start with a solid
character.
(b) No two edges out of a node can be labeled with strings that start with the same
solid character.
(c) Each edge label can have at most d consecutive ‘.’ character and at most 1 consec-
utive ‘-’ character. Also, the last character must be solid.
(d) Empty symbol is the ﬁrst character in a label and must be followed by at least one
solid character. Further, if is a label or a preﬁx of a label on an outgoing edge of
node i, then there must exist another outgoing edge with a label starting with .
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(3) For an internal node i, let R(i) be the set of integer labels of the leaves reachable
from i. Also, let pi be the label on the path from the root node to node i.
(a) Let j = i be such that R(j) = R(i), then one of the following holds:
(i) Without loss of generality, j is an ancestor node of i, or
(ii) pj  pi and pi  pj .
If all the patterns are rigid, i.e., no pattern is extensible, then j must be an ancestor
node of i.
(b) There exists a node i such that pi is (preﬁx of) the meet of at least k sufﬁxes of s
with parameter d.
When d = 0, T is also called a sufﬁx tree [8]. The unique path from the root node to the leaf
node labeled by integer i, represents s[i . . . n] that is obtained by traversing from the root
node to the leaf node: concatenating the edge labels of this path gives p and p  s[i . . . n].
Notice that the empty symbol  does not change the input string. For instance ab = ab.
When the sufﬁx tree is modiﬁed so that no node i and its descendant node j are such that
R(i) = R(j) and i has a single child j, by merging the nodes and appropriately changing
the labels on the edges, the resulting tree is called a reduced sufﬁx tree [8].
Lemma 3. A reduced inexact-sufﬁx tree has the following properties:
(1) |R(i)| > 1 for all i.
(2) Only the incoming edge to a leafnode can be an empty edge.
Assume that an internal node i has at least two outgoing edges, yet |R(i)| = 1. This
implies that a motif can occur multiple times at the same location which is a contradiction
(see Section 2). Hence |R(i)| > 1 for all internal nodes i.
Consider all the k empty outgoing edges of a node i that have a ﬁxed  following  in the
labels with {j1, j2, . . . jk} ⊆ R(i). By Property 2(d), k > 1. Clearly, if pi is the preﬁx of
the meet of sj1 , sj2 , . . . sjk then so is pi. Hence by Property 3(a), there must exist p′ such
that pi  p′ and p′ is the preﬁx of the meet. Since such a p′ already exists in the reduced
tree each of these outgoing edges must be incident on the leaf nodes of the tree.
For an illustrative example see Fig. 1.
We state the following result about the inexact-sufﬁx tree described above.
Theorem 1. Given s, k and d, there exists a reduced inexact-sufﬁx tree which is unique,
ignoring the empty edges.
Using Properties 3(a–b) each meet corresponds to an internal node and each internal
node corresponds to a preﬁx of the meet of sufﬁxes of s. If such a tree exists, it must be
unique (up to reduction). We show the existence of the tree by the following construction.
Let |s| = n. Consider the set of all (extensible, with parameters d and k) meets of sufﬁxes
of s. Construct a compact trie [8] of this set of extensible strings. Next, make the following
local changes to the labels in the trie: If the label s1 of an edge v1v2 where v2 is not the leaf
node, ends in a wild card (rigid or extensible), then construct s1 = s2 + s3, where + is a
concatenation (without overlap) operation such that s3 contains all the trailing wild cards
of s1. For instance if s1 = a..c- then s3 = -. Replace s1 by s2 and prepend the label of each
outgoing edge on v2 with s3. It is possible that s2 is an empty string, in such a case remove
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Fig. 1. Reduced inexact-sufﬁx tree for s = axcdabydaxd with d = 2, k = 2. A solid circle denotes a leaf node.
The root node is labeled Z and the internal nodes are labeled A through H. Notice the use of the empty symbol
 to label the outgoing edges of node D that start with the solid character a. Assume there was a node D′ with
R(D′) = {1, 5}. Then the non-ancestral node E of (hypothetical) node D′ has R(E) = {1, 5} indicating that a
maximal version, of this pattern, a-da, exists. Thus a node such asD′ is not created; instead its children are made
the children of D with empty edges.
the edge v1v2 or merge the vertex v2 with v1 that is, all the outgoing edges of v2 are now
the outgoing edges of v1. Repeat the process until there is no edge label ending in a wild
card. Next, we will show that it satisﬁes the properties of the inexact-sufﬁx tree. Notice that
properties 1, 2(a–b) enforce the trie properties in the constructed inexact-sufﬁx tree. The
reduction of the tree satisﬁes condition 2(c). Property 3(b) holds since we started with all
possible meets of sufﬁxes as s. Hence the inexact-sufﬁx tree exists and is unique, ignoring
the empty edges.
The inexact-sufﬁx tree not only suggests a way of detecting all the extensible patterns
efﬁciently but also gives a data structure for storing the extensible patterns for efﬁcient
retrieval or matching.
5. Constructing the inexact-sufﬁx tree
The next question to address is whether the inexact-sufﬁx tree of the last section can be
constructed efﬁciently. The tree is constructed as a reduced sufﬁx-tree as described in [8]
with two modiﬁcations described below. These ensure that the conditions of the inexact-
sufﬁx tree discussed in the last section can be met efﬁciently.
(1) In the depth ﬁrst traversal (DFS) a speciﬁc order of the children of a node is used.
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d$
Fig. 2. Inexact-sufﬁx-tree construction for s = axcdabydaxd with d = 2, k = 2. For clarity of exposition,
we track the subtree starting with the node with label “a”. Step 1 (left): the children of the node are shown in
the ordering described in Section 5. Step 2 (right): Depth ﬁrst traversal is carried on with leftmost node(s) and
computation of the R(i) for the other nodes.
(2) At each node i, a comparison is made with the earlier nodes and a backtracking of at
most one level is carried out.
-Ordering of the nodes.Let the children of i be j1, j2, j3, . . . , jc.We claim that c(d+
2) when d > 1 and c(d + 1), otherwise. Consider an ordering of the children (called
the -ordering) such that the preﬁxes of the labels on the edges are ordered as follows:
“0”, “.1”, “..2”, “...3”, ..., “.(d times)d”
There can be no more than d distinct solid trailing characters in the preﬁxes above. Thus
there can be no more than d preﬁxes of the form “-”.Augment the ordered list by inserting
a preﬁx of the form “-′” after the last occurrence of the preﬁx in the above ordering with
a trailing ′. For convenience, let R(label) denote R(i) where i is the node reached by
following the edge label label. Notice that R(-′) = ∪R(∗′), where ∗ denotes 1 to d wild
cards.
The subtrees rooted at each of the child nodes is constructed in the order deﬁned by the
augmented preﬁx list above. For example, the following is a valid ordering of preﬁx labels.
“a”, “.b”, “.c”, “..b”, “-b”, “...d”, “....c”, “-c”
This ordering ensures that maximal substrings are constructed ﬁrst during the depth ﬁrst
traversal. SeeStep1 inFig. 2 for the orderingof the children in the example under discussion.
The following lemma about the ordering of the children of a node is straightforward to
see.
Lemma 4. Consider an internal node i in the inexact-sufﬁx tree with children j1, j2, . . . , jc
in the -ordering and let the labels be p1, p2, . . . pc respectively, then if pj1  pj2 for
some j1 and j2 then j1 > j2 i.e., node j2 precedes j1 in the -ordering.
1-level backtracking. As each node i is traversed, ﬁrst R(i) is computed and checked
against the precomputed sets Let R(j) = R(i) for some existing node j. Further if pi  pj
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Fig. 3. See example from Fig. 2. Step 3 (left): The leftmost non-singleton node i with R(i) = {1, 5} is explored
further by a DFS traversal and this subtree is reduced. Step 4 (right): The rightmost node i with R(i) = {1, 5, 9}
is explored further. Since the set {1, 5} already appears (with a-da  a..da-d), the empty symbol  is used at the
rightmost sibling instead of creating an internal node j with R(j) = {1, 5}).
then
(1) (Non-ancestral) If j is a non-ancestral node of i then this node i is merged with its
immediate ancestor k and all the outgoing edges of node i become the empty outgoing
edges of k (see Fig. 3).
(2) (Ancestral) If j is an ancestral node, then it must be the immediate ancestor and the
node is merged with j if required and the labels appropriately modiﬁed.
See Figs. 2 and 3 for a complete example.
Lemma 5. The backtracking is for only one level at each step.
This is critical for the efﬁciency of the algorithm, since large segments of the tree are not
destroyed at this step. This follows from Lemma 4.
Lemma 6. Given a node i the number of times a backtrack
(1) due to non-ancestral node can occur is O(1);
(2) due to ancestral node can occur is O(|pi |).
Non-ancestral node: Let c be the number of children of a node. Then c = O(1), treating
|| and d as constants. Further, the outgoing edges that are assigned empty symbols are not
explored any further. Ancestral node: Clearly, this can occur no more than the number of
distinct sufﬁxes of pi .
5.1. Complexity of the algorithm
If we restrict the maximal patterns to be rigid (not extensible), it has been demonstrated
earlier that the number of such patterns can be exponential, in the worst case, in the size
of the input [13,14]. So it trivially follows that the number of possible maximal extensible
motifs in the worst case can be O(2n) where n is the size of the input string.
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Freq Seq Motif Occurrences
2 2 DVHG.....GMLCAGFLEGGTD (5:85-106); (8:0-21);
2 2 H-L..ML-F-A-D.....V.E (1:72-105); (8:2-34);
2 2 F-E.S.......V..I.......P..H-F...ML-F-D (1:45-97); (5:59-106);
2 2 F-E.S.......V..I.......P..H....T-ML-F-D (1:45-97); (5:59-106);
2 2 H-S-ML-F-A-D.....V.E (1:72-105); (8:2-34);
2 2 ML-F-D-S-E (1:82-104); (8:10-34);
3 3 ML-F-D (1:82-97); (5:95-106); (8:10-21);
2 2 C-L-R-T....T.S-MK-V-D......V (1:3-58); (2:60-95);
2 2 RC-H-T..L-E-ME-E-L.......L-Y.......T-D-T (0:42-105); (2:3-72);
2 2 E.......F...E.S..LQEA-I.P.RC-H-T-L-L-G-T (0:10-62); (5:51-105);
2 2 L-Q.......RC-P...G-LC...L-D (4:66-101); (5:68-106);
2 2 G-S.LQ.....L-RC-P...G-LC...L-D (4:68-101); (5:61-106);
2 2 K-K...S-N-L.....L-E-RC.......L-L (0:2-53); (4:46-95);
2 2 E.......F...E.S..LQE-P-RC-H-T-L-L-G-T (0:10-62); (5:51-105);
2 2 RC...D.......Q...C-E (4:0-19); (5:80-102);
Fig. 4. The input data is a collection of ﬁbronectin sequences with d = 7 and k = 2. A small sample output is
shown in the table. The ﬁrst column gives the number of occurrences of the motif shown in the third column; the
second column gives the number of distinct sequences in which the motif appears and the last column gives the
occurrence in the format (s : i1 − i2), where s is the sequence number and the motif starts at i1 ending at i2.
Let M be the total number of maximal extensible motifs. Let P = ∑Mi=1 |mi | and
L =∑Mi=1 |Lmi |. Thus the size of the output is P +L. We are accounting for the length of
each maximal pattern as well as the number of occurrences of each pattern.
Let T be the number of leafnodes in the inexact-sufﬁx tree, then clearly T ∑m |Lm|.
Also the number of internal nodes is no more than P (as the sufﬁx of a maximal extensible
motif also occupies an internal node). By Lemma 6, the total number of backtracks is
bounded by O(P ). Also it needs to be checked against the others that can be done in
O(M logM) time, where M is the total number of maximal motifs. The total number of
nodes (including leaf nodes) explored by the algorithm is bounded by P + L. Thus the
algorithm runs in O(M logMP 2 + L) time.
6. Preliminary experimental results
We present some sample output of test runs on ﬁbronectin data. Fig. 4 shows a small
subset of the maximal extensible patterns and their location lists. Many amino acids in
protein sequences, are easily interchanged by evolution without loss of function [7]. The
use of similaritymatrices in the context of DNA sequences such as PAM [17] and BLOSUM
[9] is common. The score between two amino acids is higher the more similar they are. It
can be either positive or negative. Thus certain amino acids can be grouped together called
the homology groups. Fig. 5 shows the extensible motifs using homology groups and their
location lists are suppressed in the ﬁgure to avoid clutter. Often the different extensible wild
card in the pattern correspond to different number of extensible gaps and this information
is useful for the biologist. Fig. 6 displays annotated extensible wild card in the patterns on
the data. The location list is again suppressed to avoid clutter in the ﬁgure.
7. Conclusion
Allowing motifs to have a variable number of gaps (or dont-care characters), i.e., patterns
with spacers or extensible motifs, considerably increases the expressibility of the motifs. It
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Freq Seq Motif
2 2 [FYWI]-[DNSR].....[DNSR]G-[DNSR]PF-S.....A-E-C-H......Y.....E-[FYWI]-A.....A-T-F-T
2 2 [DNSR]....M-F-D-D.....V-E.......L-[FYWI].......N.PG-YT.V-L...[DNSR]...V
2 2 [DNSR]....M-F-D-D.....V.......[DNSR][DNSR]......I...S-PG-YT.V-L...[DNSR]...V
2 2 [DNSR]....M-F-D-D-V-[DNSR]...L-S-PG-YT.V-L...[DNSR]...V
2 2 V-S-PG-L.....E..T......S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-G..[DNSR]-D-Y.D-Y
2 2 [DNSR]....M-F-D-D-V-[DNSR]...L..I-S-PG-YT.V-L...[DNSR]...V
2 2 S-PG-C-T.....D.....V-[DNSR]-R[DNSR]-T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-L-E-T-S
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-E..T......S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-G..[DNSR]-D-Y.D-Y
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-D.......G...C......R[DNSR]-T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-D-G-S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-G..[DNSR]-D-Y.D-Y
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-D-D-G-C......R[DNSR]-T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
2 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-D-A....[FYWI]-T-[DNSR]
3 2 S-PG-[FYWI]-D
2 2 A-PI.....L-L.......[DNSR]-H
2 2 A-S..TY....A-L...A-C....[DNSR].[FYWI].......[DNSR]......E-C..A-Q-S-VPL...Q-A
Fig. 5. The input data is a collection of ﬁbronectin sequences with d = 7 and k = 2. A small sample output is
shown in the table. The ﬁrst column gives the number of occurrences of the motif shown in the third column; the
second column gives the number of distinct sequences in which the motif appears. This version uses homologous
grouping of the amino acid bases shown in square brackets. The occurrence lists have been removed to avoid
clutter.
[DNSR]....M-(4,6)F-(2,5)D-(4,6)D.....V-(1,4)E.......L-(2,7)[FYWI].......N.PG-(1,2)YT.V-(1,3)L...[DNSR]...V
[DNSR]....M-(4,6)F-(2,5)D-(4,6)D.....V.......[DNSR][DNSR]......I...S-(5,7)PG-(1,2)YT.V-(1,3)L...[DNSR]...V
[DNSR]....M-(4,6)F-(2,5)D-(4,6)D-(5)V-(7)[DNSR]...L-(6,7)S-(5,7)PG-(1,2)YT.V-(1,3)L...[DNSR]...V
V-(2,7)S-(3,5)PG-(1,4)L.....E..T......S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-(1,5)G..[DNSR]-(1,6)D-(1,6)Y.D-(1,2)Y
[DNSR]....M-(4,6)F-(2,5)D-(4,6)D-(5)V-(7)[DNSR]...L..I-(3,4)S-(5,7)PG-(1,2)YT.V-(1,3)L...[DNSR]...V
S-(3,5)PG-(1,2)C-(1,7)T.....D.....V-(2,4)[DNSR]-(4,7)R[DNSR]-(1,4)T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
S-(5,7)PG-(1,2)[FYWI]-(1,6)L-(4,5)E-(1,2)T-(1,6)S
S-(3,5)PG-(2,5)[FYWI]-(1,7)E..T......S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-(1,5)G..[DNSR]-(1,6)D-(1,6)Y.D-(1,2)Y
S-(3,5)PG-(2,5)[FYWI]-(5,6)D.......G...C......R[DNSR]-(1,4)T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
S-(3,5)PG-(2,5)[FYWI]-(5,6)D-(3,7)G-(1,2)S.......[DNSR]....[DNSR]-(1,5)G..[DNSR]-(1,6)D-(1,6)Y.D-(1,2)Y
S-(3,5)PG-(2,5)[FYWI]-(5,6)D-(1,4)D-(1,5)G-(3,4)C......R[DNSR]-(1,4)T.....[DNSR]..[DNSR]
S-(3,5,7)PG-(1,2,5)[FYWI]-(1,5,6)D
A-(2,6)PI.....L-(1,2)L.......[DNSR]-(3,4)H
Fig. 6. The input data is a collection of ﬁbronectin sequences with d = 7 and k = 2. A small sample output is
shown in the table. Here the gaps are annotated: -(i1, i2) indicates that the number of gaps are between i1 and i2
in the occurrences in the input.
is likely that some information missed by rigid motifs is captured by the extensible motifs.
Varun is an implementation of an extensible motif discovery algorithm that guarantees the
detection of every extensible pattern. One of the directions being currently investigated is
to use Varun to detect extensible patterns in an unsupervised manner on protein sequence
databases, and then use suitable pruning techniques to compare the detected patterns with
known motifs.
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